In this paper we investigate image browsing as an interactive method for visualizing line graphs. We have compared two interfaces that both presented exactly identically looking tables, but while one version was an overview+detail interface, the other one was a distortion-oriented interface of bifocal type. We expected there to be no difference in task completion times, and found none in our first statistical evaluation. Users preferred the static overview+detail interface to the distortion-oriented, which was motivated by complaints about the changed appearance of the distortion-oriented table. The empirical results were compared to theoretical results obtained using Fitts' law, which showed a difference in task completion time for a certain task type. A second statistical analysis included only data from task type for which a difference could be expected. The new results supported the theoretical model, saying that users were faster with the overview+detail interface. In this paper we discuss problems with image browsing tests, and suggest some ideas for future research topics and designs.
Introduction
"A picture says more than a thousand words", is a famous expression that speaks in favor of graphical representations of data. A well-composed image can convey information that a user can perceive in just a glance, instead of having to read text or numbers and then interpret them. This is particularly valuable in situations where the information retrieval is not the primary task. A vast number of ways to present data graphically is available. As computers become more common on most work places, new interfaces are needed for tasks that previously have not been supported by any form of information visualization.
In the process industry, there is a need for a tool for analyzing oil [30] . Oil analysis not only gives information about the cleanliness of the oil, but also makes it possible to determine whether an oil filter is broken, and detect machine wear. A normal procedure today, is to send oil samples to laboratories a few times a year, and then receive status reports several weeks later. Analyzing the oil in place would enable immediately diagnosing problems that could damage the production and cost a lot of money. An optical system for analyzing oil has been invented [21, 22] , but such a device also needs an interface that can display information in a comprehensible way. The test programs in this study are parts of a proposal for such an interface. The optical system provides images of particles, and information on amount, size and shape of particles. From this information trends, history, predictions, warnings and alarms could be calculated, once critical levels and other levels of importance have been established. For this test, however, we decided to stick to simple data, and used only eight size classes as features. We have chosen to visualize particles and their characteristics as a number of simple line graphs, since line graphs are good for visualizing trends, i.e. changes over time. Line graphs are also easily understood, and require no training. Rather than having one chart area cluttered with several line graphs, we decided to implement an interface that allowed the user to select among features by clicking on separate graphs. We did this because with all the features that were available, one diagram with many graphs would be too messy. More than three features should never be included in the same diagram in a control room interface. For a larger number of features, more diagrams should be used [16] . A study of diagrams with six line graphs showed that splitting them up in small, separate diagrams, was more efficient than having them all in the same chart area [12] . In a single diagram, line graphs are often distinguished by color. (Patterns and symbols are other characteristics for separating graphs.) Colors pose a problem, since users can be color-blind, and therefore should be used with caution. With one diagram for each line graph, colors are not needed for identification. The graphs were presented in an interactive table, where columns represent filters, and rows characteristics of particles found in the oil. The design enables both visualization of separate graphs in detail, and view several graphs simultane- ously. The goal was to provide quick information, and to enable quick comparisons between filters. Deviations among the graphs in the table could be used for detecting and locating problems in the system. We also wanted to elaborate on functionality for viewing sums of graphs, i.e. groups of particles that have several characteristics in common, by selecting several graphs by selecting more than one table cell, or an entire row or column. (More about this under the task section.) We present two techniques for how to interact with this graph table. One is a distortion-orientated table with line graph diagrams ( Figure 2 ). All interaction and presentation takes place within the same area, everything is visible although distorted, and no extra space needed. The other interface is a static table (overview) with a work space (detail view) where the result of selected graphs is shown (Figure 1 ). The prototypes have deliberately been implemented as simple as possible. A future interface would provide more information and more functions (compare functions, filter functions, etc.). Features like color-coding, symbolic representations in the original view, and semantic content of cells, could also be added to support the user. Several comparisons of image browsing techniques have been made, but results from such studies are often contradicting each other. In this study we use Fitts' law as a complement to the user study conducted. We will start with a review of related work, and then a description of the experiment. After that we investigate how well Fitts' law matches the results from the user study, before we end with a discussion on image browsing tests.
Related work
A distortion-oriented interface normally has one focus area (although there can be more than one), while the surroundings are compressed to fit on the screen. Early versions were the perspective wal [19] , and the document lens [26] . Extensive information about distortion-oriented techniques can be found in a review of distortion-oriented techniques by Leung [18] , and in Furnas' papers on fisheye views [8, 9] . Distortion-orientation has been used for tables in the Table Lens [23, 25] , and the DateLens calendar [2] . The Table  Lens visualizes a large number of rows and columns, while the distortion-oriented table in this study aims at providing information also in a non-distorted mode, and therefore has fewer rows and columns, but of wider and higher size. The DateLens calendar uses a semantic zoom function that increases the amount of information when a cell in the table is accessed. We employ that strategy too, but have added a function that merges and summarizes the contents of adjacent cells. Summaries on image browsing can be found in a taxonomy by Plaisant et al. [24] , in a presentation of various visualization techniques by Spence [28] , and in an overview of studies on browsing techniques by Cockburn et al. [3] . Results from comparisons have been mixed. Beard and Walker [1] showed that overviews were more efficient than no overview, and that scrollbars were significantly slower than zoom. Hornbaek et al. [14] , on the contrary, found that not having an overview was more efficient than having one. Combs and Bederson [5] compared scrollbars to zoom-and-pan, and two 3D browsers. Unlike Beard and Walker, they found no evidence that scrollbars would be slower than zoom. Kaptelinin [17] found that a pop-up view was more efficient than scrollbars and drag interfaces. Schaffer, et al. [27] presented results stating that a fisheye view was significantly faster than a zoom-and-replace interface. Donskoy and Kaptelinin [6] , who compared scrollbars, zoom, and fisheye, found that the zooming interface was the fastest, while the fisheye was the slowest. This contradicts the results by Schaffer et al. Hornbaek and Frøkjaer [15] compared linear, fisheye, and overview-plus-detail interfaces, and results showed that participants performed faster with the fisheye interface than with the other two. Hedman et al. made two comparisons of zoom-and-pan, fisheye, and iconic image browsers [11, 13] , and found that no technique was more efficient than the iconic. Theoretical models are seldom used in these types of browsing tests. However, Cockburn et al. [4] used a Fitts' law to compare with results from their comparison of automatically zooming interfaces and scrollbars. The results corresponded fairly well to their calculations. Another relevant study involving Fitts' law was made by McGuffin and Balakrishnan [20] , who found that Fitts' law could be used to calculate performance time for acquisition of expanding targets. 
Experiment
The experiment was conducted as a within subjects test, i.e. all participants tested both interfaces. We used two sets of data with two sets of tasks. These sets where equal regarding task types and level of difficulty. Test order and order of data was varied. Half of the participants tested the distortion-oriented table first, and the other half tested the overview+detail table first.
Tasks
Each participant performed a set of 13 tasks with each interface. The tasks were simple and did not require the user to know anything about diagrams. Focus was on interaction and presentation of information. The tasks where of the following types:
• View separate graphs to get more information, i.e. select one single cell to enlarge.
• View the amount of a certain characteristic for several filters, i.e. view the summarized graph of several graphs in the same row.
• View the total amount of particles with a certain characteristic for all filters, i.e. select an entire row.
• View graphs of several sizes for one filter, i.e. view the summarized graph of several graphs in the same column.
• View all particles in one filter, i.e. select an entire column.
Before taking each test, each participant was given ten practice tasks. 
Test participants
A number of 16 test subjects participated in this test. Three were women, and 13 were men. We wanted to used participants that could relate to the task type and data, and therefore chose a test group with engineering background.
Hypothesis
We assumed that there would be no difference in task completion time, since the interfaces were both operated by the same interaction technique, i.e. pointing and clicking. We believed that any effects of the changes in the distortionoriented table would be compensated by the fact that the overview+detail interface required the user to move the eye.
Results

Task completion time
We made a statistical analysis, a multifactor ANOVA with task completion time as dependent variable, and technique, order and data set as independent variables. On a total of 416 (16 x 2 x 13) complete cases, we found no significant effect for technique or set of data. However, there was an effect for order (F = 8.28, p = 0.0042), indicating that there was a learning effect. All participants but one were faster with the second interface regardless of which one they tested first( Figure 7 ).
Mental workload and error rate
Since we suspected that the difference in task completion time would be rather small, we wanted to use other measurements, like subjective satisfaction (see next section), and mental workload. For measuring mental workload we used a NASA-RTLX form [10] that the users were asked to fill out after each test. The evaluation of this form showed no differences in mental workload, which for most users was not very high for either of the interfaces. No errors were made.
Subjective satisfaction
Participants were asked to give an overall rating on a scale from 1 (bad) to 7 (good). They were also asked to rate presentation (how easy it was to understand what they saw on the screen) and functionality (how easy it was to use the functions). Average overall ratings for the interfaces were 4.4 for the distortion-oriented table, and 5.9 for the overview+detail interface ( Figure 8 ). Average ratings were the same for presentation ( Figure 9 ) and functionality ( Figure 10 Out of 16 users, 14 preferred the overview+detail interface, and two the distortion-oriented one, mainly because they did not like that the view changed. The overview+detail interface received twice as many positive comments as negative, while for the distortion-oriented interface, it was the opposite. The most frequent positive comment for the overview+detail interface was that it was easy to see what had been selected, while the most negative was that the users had to move their eyes in order to see the results of their selections. The opposite comment, i.e. that the users did not have to move their eyes, was the most common positive comment for the distortion-oriented table. On the negative side, users found the changes distracting, and disliked that location and size were not the same after a selection. Some of them explained that for tasks that involved selecting more than one graph, they had their strategy for where to do the additional clicks made up before they selected the first graph. Since the graph in focus expanded, the surrounding graphs moved further away, which caused an undesired interrupt in the user's performance. 
Theoretical model
Even though the result corresponded to our hypothesis, we wanted to evaluate the experiment more thoroughly, since results showing no statistical difference could also mean that the number of participants was too low. Therefore, we decided to do a theoretical evaluation of task completion times to verify our results. Since both interfaces were twodimensional and operated by accessing a target and clicking, we used Fitts' law [7] for calculating differences in average task completion time. The formula for Fitts' law is described in Equation 1 , where a and b are device constants, D is distance to target, and W is the target width along the axis of motion.
The tasks of this experiment could be divided into two categories:
• Tasks that involved selecting only one table cell (viewing one graph, or viewing an entire row or column).
• Tasks that involved selecting more than one cell in the same row or column.
For the first category, there would be no difference in task completion time between the two interfaces, since the tables were identical. For the second category of tasks, there would be an obvious difference in distance and width after the first table cell had been selected. Figure 11 and 12 illustrates quite clearly, that for the overview+detail interface, distance calculated from the center of the first cell to the center of the second cell is equal to the width. For the distortion-oriented 
Second analysis
After applying Fitts' law on estimated task completion time for both interfaces, we did a second statistical analysis using only data from tasks involving selections of more than one table cell. Again, we performed a multifactor ANOVA 
Discussion
The benefits of the distortion-oriented table were that the there was no need for extra space, or for moving the eye from where they user has clicked. The major drawback expressed by participants, was that location of compressed cells changed, and forced the user to change an already planned strategy for the second click. What speaks for the overview+detail table, besides the results of the user test, was that information was available since the selected graphs remains visible in separate shapes as well. Furthermore, this interface has development potential that the distortion-oriented table does not have. For instance, combining graphs that are not neighbours in the same row and column is easily done in the overview+detail table, but for the distortion-oriented interface some extra visual cues need to be added in order to make it clear what has actually been selected. Additional functions could be added to the graph table, such as the option to select between summarized graphs and adding multiple line graphs to the same diagrams for closer comparisons ( Figure 14) . Tools for analyzing trends and deviations, and setting alarm levels could also be implemented. For larger amounts of data, the size of the table cells needs to be decreased in order to fit on the screen. This means that it might not be possible to view graphs in the overview, but some information could still be provided in numerical values. color coding, or some other visual cues could be used for indicating high levels or dramatic trends. (See Figure 15 and 16) Enabling selection by dragging would probably be successful for a table with smaller cells. With such a function, alternate views could be used even for tasks that involve merging cell content.
Conclusions
We have compared two versions of a graph table interface for an oil analysis tool. One table was an overview+detail interface, and the other one a distortion-oriented interface. The interfaces could be used for viewing separate graphs, or sums of two or more graphs. No difference in efficiency was found for tasks that involve selecting only one table cell. For tasks that involve merging contents from more than one cell, the overview+detail interface was better. Participants also preferred the overview+detail table. We have also shown that using a theoretical model for task completion time can be helpful both for performing the test, and for analyzing and understanding the results correctly. And finally, even for a well-planned experiment there will still be things to question.
